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QUESTIONABLE AUDITING REPAIR LIST
WORD LIST

These are the words from HCOB 11 July 82 I, QUESTIONABLE AUDITING
REPAIR LIST.
These words should be cleared on the PC before the list is actually assessed on
him, per HCOB 9 Aug. 78 II, CLEARING COMMANDS.
The staff auditor or intern must have received high-crime checkouts from Qual on
the above references before clearing these words in session on an org PC. (Ref: HCO PL
8 Mar. 66, KSW Series 13, HIGH CRIME)
The auditor uses Method 5 Word Clearing when clearing these words.
This word list need only be cleared once in the PC's auditing if correctly cleared
the first time.
The fact of having cleared this word list on the PC must be noted in the
appropriate place in the PC's folder. (Ref: HCOB 30 Oct. 87, Auditor Admin Series 6RA,
THE YELLOW SHEET)

____________

WORDS FROM THE QUESTIONABLE AUDITING REPAIR LIST

A, about, accepted, actually, after, agree, agreement, an, and, angry, another, any, ARC
break, at, audited, auditing, auditor, auditor's, Auditor's Code
Been, being, blackmail, by, bypassed
Case, chattering, chopped, command, commands, commit, communication, could, C/S
Did, didn't, distracted, do, dominate, down
Effective, else's, end, evaluate, ever, executing
Fail, feel, felt, flubbed, F/N, for, forced, from
Gains, get, getting, give, given, go, gotten, guilty
Had, hadn't, have, having, help, her, his, how
Ignored, impression, in, indicated, indication, instead, into, invalidation, it, item
Kind
Left
Made, meter, more, motive, mystery
Needed, not
Of, off, on, once, one, or, originations, other, over, overt, overts, own
Part, permitted, persuaded, point, present time problem, prevented, problem, problems,
process, processes, protest, PTS, pull, put
Rabbit, read, release, repair, repairs, reported, run, running
Said, same, see, session, sessions, should, some, somebody, something, sympathize

Talk, tech, tell, than, that, the, there, thing, things, think, threatened, to, told, try
Un-flat, unnecessary
Violations, volition
Want, was, way, were, what, when, with, withhold, worksheet, wrong
You, you'd, your
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